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Summary

This is a description of the

single-user operating system Solo

written in the programming language Concurrent Pascal. It supports
the development of sequential and concurrent Pascal programs for
the PDP 11/45 computer. Input/output are handled by concurrent
processes, Pascal programs can call one another recursively and
pass arbitrary parameters among themselves. This makes it possible

to use Pascal as a job control language. Solo is the first major
example of a hierarchical concurrent program implemented in terms
of abstract data types (classes, monitors, and processes) with
compile-time control of most access rights. It is described here

from the user's point of view as an introduction to anothsr paper
describing its internal structure.
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1

INTRODUCTION

This is a description of the first operating system Solo written
in the programming language Concurrent Pascal [l]
It is a simple,
but useful single-user operating systsm for the development and
distribution of Pascal programs for the PDP 11/45 computer. It has
been in use since May 1975.
From the user's point of view there is nothing unusual about

.

the system. It supports editing, compilation, and storage of
sequential and concurrent Pascal programs. These programs can
access either console, cards, printer, tape or disk at several
levels (character by character, page by page, file by file, or by
direct device access). Input, processing, and output of files are
handled by concurrent processes. Pascal programs can call each
other recursively and pass arbitrary parameters among themselves.

This makes it possible to use Pascal as a job control language [2]
To the system programmer, however, Solo is quite different from

.

many other operating systems:
(1) Less than 4 per cent of it is written in machine language.
The rest is written in sequential and concurrent Pascal.
(2) In contrast to machine-oriented languages, Pascal does not
contain low-level programming features, such as registers, addresses,
and interrupts. These are all handled by the virtual machine on
which compiled programs run.
(3) System protection is achieved largely by means of compile-

time checking of access rights. Run-time checking is minimal and
is not supported by hardware mechanisms.
(4) Solo is the first major example of a hierarchical concurrent
program implemented in terms of abstract data types (classes,
monitors, and processes).
(5) The complete system consisting of more than 100000 machine
words of code (including two compilers) was developed by a student
and myself in less than a year.

"*
2
To appreciate the usefulness of Concurrent Pascal one needs a
good understanding of at least one operating system written in the
language. The purpose of this description is to look at the Solo
system from the user's point of view before studying its internal
structure [3] It tells how the user operates the system, how data
flow inside it, how programs call one another and communicate, how
files are stored on disk, and how well the system performs in

.

typical

tasks.

2. JOB CONTROL
The user controls program execution from a display (or a teletype)
He calls a program by writing its name and its parameters, for
example 1

move(s)

read(maketemp, seqcode, true)
The first command positions a magnetic tape at file number 5. The
second one inputs the file to disk and stores it as sequential code
named 'maketemp'. The boolean 'true' protects the file against
accidental deletion in the future.
Programs try to be helpful to the user when he needs it. If the
user forgets which programs are available, he may for example type:
help

(or anything else). The system responds by writing:
not executable, try

list(catalog, seqcode, console)
The suggested command lists the names of all sequential programs on
the console.
If the user knows that the disk contains a certain program, but
is uncertain about its parameter conventions, he can simply call it
as a program without parameters, for example.
read

3

The program then gives the necessary information!

try again

read(file.

kind: filekind. protect, boolean)

using

filekind

=

(scratch, ascii, seqcode, concode)

Still more information about a program can be gained by reading its
manual :
copy(readman, console)

A user session may begin with the input of a new Pascal program
from cards to disk:

copy(cards, sorttext)

followed by a compilation:
pascal(sorttext, printer, sort)
If the compiler reports errors on the programming listing:
pascal :
compilation

errors

the next step is usually to edit the program text
edit(sorttext)

and compile it again. After a succsssful compilation, the user
program can now be called directly:
sort(

...

)

The system can also read job control commands from other media,

for example:
do(tape)
task is preempted by pushing the BEL key on the console. This
causes the system to reload and initialize itself. The command
start can be used to replace the Solo system with any other
concurrent program stored on disk.
A

i
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3. DATA FLOW
system when the user is
Figure 1 shows the data flow inside the
editing, or
single text file sequentially by copying,

processing a
compiling it

ARG BUFFER

ARG BUFFER

INPUT

PROCESS
FIG. 1

JOB

PROCESS

OUTPUT
PROCESS

PROCESSES AND BUFFERS

The input, processing, and output of text take place simultaneousinput by
ly. Processing is done by a job process that starts
sending an argument through a buffer to an input process. The
argument is the name of the input device or disk file.
The input process sends the data through another buffer to the
job process. At the end of the file the input process sends an
argument through yet another buffer to the job process indicating
whether transmission errors occurred during the input.

Output is handled similarly by means of an output process and
another set of buffers.

5

In a single-user operating system it is desirable to be able to
process a file continuously at the highsst possibls speed. So the
data are buffered in core instead of on disk. The capacity of each
buffer is 512 characters.

4. CONTROL FLOW

INPUT

PROCESS

FIG. 2.

JOB
PROCESS

CONCURRENT
SEQUENTIAL

OUTPUT

PROCESS
PROCESSES
PROGRAMS

AND

After system loading the machine executss a Concurrent Pascal
program (Solo) consisting of three processes. Initially the input
and output processes both load and call a sequential program io
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sequential program do. The do
while the job process calls another
and calls the edrt
program reads the user command from the console
program with two parameters, cards and ta£e.
the first parameter to
The editor starts its input by sending
process. This causes the io
the io program executed by the input
then begins to read
program to call another program cards which
process.
cards and send them to the job
sending the second parameter to
The editor starts its output by
process. The latter then
the io program executed by the output
puts
which reads data from the job process and
calls a program

ta£e

§

them on tape.
programs return to the
At the end of the file the cards and tape
from the job
io programs which then await further instructions
program which then reads and
process. The editor returns to the do
interprets the next command from the console.
operating system itself has no
It is worth observing that the
Data are
built-in drivers for input/output from various devices.
stored
programs
Pascal
simply produced and consumed by sequential
the mechanism to call
on disk. The operating system only contains
to supplement the
these. This gives the user complete freedom
complicated input/output such
system with new devices and simulate
formatting of files without
as the merging, splitting, and
changing the job programs.
Pascal programs to
Most important is the ability of sequential
parameters. In Fig. 2,
call one another recursively with arbitrary
with two
program
for example, the do program calls the edit
a separate
identifiers as parameters. This removes the need for
language
is Pascal.
(awkward) job control language. Our job control
how
This is illustrated more dramatically in Fig. 3 which shows
the command:

pascal(sorttext, printer, sort)
latter in
causes the do program to call the Pascal program. The
and
the compiled
(if
a time,
turn calls seven compiler passes one at

I
7
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PASS 7 FILE
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JOB PROCESS

FIG. 3.

COMPILATION

program is correct) Pascal finally calls the filing system to store
the generated code.
A program does not know whether it is being called by another
program or directly from the console. In fig. 3 the Pascal program
calls the filing system. The user may, however, also call the
file system directly, for example, to protect his program against
accidental deletion:
f ile(protect, sort, true)
The Pascal pointer and heap concepts give programs the ability
to pass arbitrarily complicated data structures among each other
(such as symbol tables during compilation) fV]
" T n most cases,
however, it suffices to be able to use identifiers, integers, and
booleans as program parameters.

7
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5. STORE ALLOCATION

sequential and concurrent Pascal is
The run-time environment of
only program written in machine
a kernel of 4 X words. This is the
from disk into core by means
language. The user loads the kernel
and
kernel then loads the Solo system
of the operator's panel. The
of a fixed number of processes.
starts it. The Solo system consists
compiler.
core store determined by the
They occupy fixed amounts of
sequential Pascal. Each process
All other programs are written in
currently executed program in a fixed core
stores the code of the
program called by another, the
segment. After termination of a
disk and returns to it.
process reloads the previous program from
programs called by it are all
The data used by a process and the
fixed length.
stored in a core resident stack of
6. FILE SYSTEM

with removable packs. Each user
The backing store is a slow disk
system and his private files.
has his own disk pack containing the
hierarchical file system.
So there is no need for a
files stored on it. The
A disk pack contains a catalog of all
file is described by its
catalog describes itself as a file. A
looked up by
protection, and disk address. Files are
name, type,
hashing.

of their input files before
All system programs check the t^es
with their output files.
operating on them and associate types
example, will take input from
The sequential Pascal compiler, for
file), and will make its
an ascii file (but not from a scratch
types are scratch,
output a sequential code file. The possible file
ascii, seqcode, and concode.
pack, files need only be
Since each user has his own disk
All files
protected against accidental overwriting or deletion.
the user must call the
are initially unprotected. To protect one
in Section 4.
file system from the console as described

i

I
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To avoid compacting of files (lasting several minutes), file
pages are scattered on disk and addressed indirectly through a
page map (Fig. 4). A file is opened by looking it up in the
catalog and bringing its page map into core.

i

II

i

i

FIG. 4.

'

FILE

SYSTEM

The resident part of the Solo system implements only the most
frequently used file operations: lookup, open, close, get, and put
A non-resident, sequential program, called
handles the more
complicated and less frequently used operations: create, replace,

rename, protect,

!

and delete file.

7. DISK ALLOCATION

1

The disk always contains a scratch file of 255 pages called next.
creates a new file by outputting data to this file. It
then calls the file system to associate the data with a new name,
a type, and a length (< 255). Having done this
the file system

I
!

A program

i.

creates a new instance of next.
This scheme has two advantages:
(1) All files are initialized with typed data.
(2) A program creating a file need only call the non-resident
file system once (after producing the file). Without the file next

!
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before
the file system would have to be called at least twice:
and after output to define its final
output to create the
length.

i

is, that « program
The disadvantage of having a single file next
can only create one file at a time
paqn indices
Unused disk pages are defined by a powerset of
stored on disk.
program loadj^
On a slow disk special care must be taken to make
the disk it would
fast. If program pages were randomly scattered on
drivers. An
input/output
take 16 sec to load the compiler and its
When the system
algorithm described in [5] reduces this to 5 sec.
pages
creates the file next it tries to place it on consecutive
(but will scatter
within neighboring cylinders as far as possible
rearranges
the page
the pages somewhat if it has to). It then
disk
indices within the page map to minimize the number of
revolutions and cylinder movements needed to load the file. Since
it is
this is done before a program is compiled and stored on disk
called disk scheduling at compile time.
two
The system uses a different allocation technique for the
temporary files used during compilation. Lach pass of the compiler
takes input from a file produced by its predecessor and delivers
output to its successor on another file. A program maketemp creates
these files and interleaves their page indices (making every
other).
second page belong to one file and every second one to the
during
a
slowly
across both files
This makes the disk head sweep
pass instead of moving wildly back and forth between them.

8. OPERATOR COMMUNICATION
The user communicates with the system through a console. Since
a task (such as compilation) usually involves several programs
executed by concurrent processes these programs must identify
themselves to the user before asking for input or making output:

I

A

11

]

doi

1

edit(cards, tape)
edit:
do :

,lj

a

Program identity is only displayed everytime the user starts talking
to a different program. A program that communicates several times
with the user without interruption (such as the editor) only

B

identifies itself once.
Normally only one program at a time tries to talk to the user
(the current program executed by the job process). But an input/
output error may cause a message from another process:

tape :
inspect

Since processes rarely compete for the console, it is sufficient to
give a process exclusive access to the user for input or
output of
a single line. A conversation of several lines will seldom be

I
j'

interrupted.

A Pascal program only calls the operating system once with its
identification. The system will then automatically display it when
necessary.
9. SIZE AND PERFORMANCE
The Solo system consists of an operating system written in

Concurrent Pascal and a set of system programs written in sequential
Pascal :

I
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Program

Pascal lines

Machine words

4
4

X

5

X

42

X

8300

42

X

400
600

2

X

3

X

1300

8

X

21800

110

X

1300

operating system
do, io
file system
concurrent compiler

700
900
8300

sequential compiler
editor

input/output programs
others

X

(The two Pascal compilers can be used under different operating
not just Solo.)
systems written in Concurrent Pascal
The amount of code written in different programming languages

-

are:
per

machine language
Concurrent Pascal
sequential Pascal

H

cent
4
4
92

is
This clearly shows that a good sequential programming language
more important for operating system design than a concurrent
language. But although a concurrent program may be small it still
seems worthwhile to write it in a high-level language that enables
rights.
a compiler to do thorough checking of data types and access
it is far too easy to make time-dependent programming
errors that are extremely difficult to locate.
The kernel written in machine language implements the process
and monitor concepts of Concurrent Pascal and responds to interrupts
It is independent of the particular operating system running on
top

I

of it.

I
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Thß Solo system requires a core store of 39 X words for programs
and data:
kernel
operating systsm

j

4 X words

input/output programs

11 X words
6 X words

job programs

18 X words

core store

39 X words

This amount of space allows the Pascal compiler to compile
itself.
The speed of text processing using disk input and tape output
is:
copy
sdit

3300

compile

All these tasks are 60

-

11600
6200
240

char/sec
char/sec
char/sec

-

100 per cent disk limited. These figures
do not distinguish between time spent waiting for peripherals
and time spent executing operating system or user
code since this
distinction is irrelevant to the user. They illustrate an overall
performance of a system written in a high-level
language using
straightforward code generation without any optimization.

10. FINAL REMARKS
The compilers for sequential and concurrent
Pascal were designed
and implemented by Al Hartmann and me in half a
year. I wrote the
operating system and its utility programs in 3
months. In machine
language this would have required 20-30 man-years and nobody
would have been able to understand the system
fully. The use of
an efficient, abstract programming language reduced the
development cost to less than 2 man-years and produced a
system
that is completely understood by two programmers.
The low cost of programming makes it acceptabls to throw away
awkward programs and rewrite them. We did this several times,
An early 6-pass compiler was never released (although
it worked
Perfectly) because we found its structure too complicated. The

it

I! 'l
i
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Pascal (called Deam*)
first operating system written in Concurrent
of the language
was used only to evaluate the expressive power
(called Pilot) was used
and was never built [c] The second one
for several months but was too slow.
now realistic and
From a manufacturer's point of view it is
"general-purposeattractive to replace a huge ineffective
systems for
operating system with a range of small, efficient
special purposes.
the compilers were tested
The kernel, the operating system, and
be correct.
very systematically initially and appear to

.
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Summary

This describes the interface between sequential Pascal programs
and the Solo operating system. A sequential program interacts
with the operating system by means of procedure
calls. A program
prefix defining these procedures and their parameters
enables the
compiler to make complete type checking of calls to
the operating
system. The Solo interface permits Pascal programs to
call one
another recursively. This makes it possible to use Pascal as
the
job control language.
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INTRODUCTION

This is a description of the interface between user programs and
the Solo operating system. Solo is the first operating system
written in the programming language Concurrent Pascal [l]
It is
described from the operator's point of view in
and from the

[3]

.

[2]

.

system programmer' <b point of view in
Solo enables a single user to develop and execute sequential
Pascal programs on a PDP 11/45 computer. A sequential Pascal
program is stored in compiled form on disk and invoked by a

user

command from a console. A sequential program interacts with the
Solo system by means of procedures implemented within the operating
system. These interface procedures and
their parameter types are
declared in a prefix to the user's program. The prefix
enables the

Pascal compiler to make complete type

checking of calls to the
operating system. No hardware mechanisms are used to supplement
the compile-time checking of job interactions with
run-time
checking.
The system can put the prefix automatically in front
of user
programs before they are compiled. This makes it impossible to
violate the system interface conventions. The
interface can be
modified by editing and recompilat ion of the Solo operating
system (the later taking about 2.5 minutes).
The use of an
interface declaration during compilation seems to be a very
simple solution to the non-trivial problem of how to
confine a
user program to a well-defined set of interactions with an
operating system.

This explains the standard interface to the Solo system and
gives an example of its use by a sequential
Pascal program.

The implementation of the interface

.

procedures

within the Solo
One of the interface procedures
allows Pascal programs to call one another recursively and pass
parameters among themselves. This makes
it possible to use
sequential Pascal as a job control language.
system is explained in

[3]

2

2. PROGRAM PARAMETERS

program can be called
In the Solo system a sequential Pascal
by another Pascal program.
eithsr by the operating system itself or
to the program. They can be
The caller passes a list of parameters
pointers, or niltypes. The
booleans, intßgsrs,
prefix to the user's program
program parameters are declared in a
text.

const idlsngth = 12.
type identifier = array ( .1

..

idlength. ) of char.

type argtag =
(niltype, booltype, inttype, idtype,
type pointer = @ anytyps.
type argtype

= record
case

tag. argtag

ptrtype).

of

booltype: (bool: boolean).
inttype: (int, integer),
idtype: (id: identifier),

niltype,

ptrtype: (ptr: pointer)

end.

const maxarg
type arglist

.

= 10.

.

array ( .1 .maxarg. ) of argtype.

program P(var param: arglist).
"user program text follows here"
a program parameter as follows
The programmer can refer to

param( .2. )
and parameters on
The ussr calls a program by writing its name
the console, for example:

copy(cards, tape)

3

This causes the system to call the program 'copy' with the two
identifiers 'cards' and 'tape' as parameters as explained in [2")

The system always extends the parameters specified by the
user by
a boolean. It is used by the program to indicate
it
whether
succeeded in doing its job. So the copy program has access to

three parameters:
ok:

source:
destination:

boolean.
identifier.
identifier.

..

"param( 1 )"
"param( .2. )"

I

"param( .3. )"

(The rest of the parameters are niltypas.)
A program

must check that its parameters are of the right types

to detect a meaningless call, such as
copy(ls, true)

This can be done as follows:
var source: argtype.

source:= param(,2.).
with source do
if tag

<> idtype

!

then help

.14

(where help is a procedure within the program that tells the
user
how to call it correctly).
A program can return parameter values to its caller before it
terminates, for example:

var ok: boolean.

n

:

.

param(,l ).bool := ok.

%

i

I

ii
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3. CATALOG LOOKUP
a set of procedures implemen
A sequential Pascal program can call
interface procedures
ted within the Solo operating system. These
the program prefix. As
and their parameter types are declared in
an example, the procedure

procedure lookup(id: identifier.
boolean)
var attr: fileattr. var found:
system to look up a file
enables a program to call the operating
implemented within
in the disk catalog. Since the procedure is
declare its name and
the operating system it is only necessary to
parameters in the prefix to user programs.
file was found in
Lookup returns a boolean telling whether the
the attributes of the file
the catalog. If it was, it also returns
in the program
These attributes are defined by type definitions
prefix:

type filekind =
(empty, scratch, ascii, seqcode, concode)
type fileattr = record
kind: filekind.
addr: integer.
protected: boolean.
notused: array (.1..5.) of integer
end.
disk address, and protection
The file attributes define its kind,
sequential
status. A file can be of type scratch, ascii text,
code, or concurrent code.
up the name of its
As an example, the copy program will look
on disk or
source file to check that it is an ascii file stored
produced by a sequential input

program:

5

var source: argtype. attr: fileattr. found: boolean.
with source do
if tag

<> idtype

then help else

begin

lookup(id, attr, found),
if not found then
error( 'source file unknown( :10: ) ) else
case attr. kind of
scratch, concode.

'

il

error( 'source kind must be ascii or seqcode ( : 1 0 s ) ) I
*

ascii, seqcode:

end.

■'i

ends
4,

INPUT/OUTPUT

STREAMS

A program starts its input/output by sending the names of the
source and destination files to the input and output processes [2]
This is done by means of an interface procedure
procedure writearg(s: argssq. arg: argtype)

whßre

type argseq

=

(inp, out)

It can be used as follows:
var source, dest:

argtype.

writearg(inp, source)
writearg(out, dest)

After this the program can read and write its data character by
character by calling the interface procedures
procedure read(var

c: char)

procedure write(c. char)

i

i

i

6

So

could be written this way:
the main loop in the copy program
var c. char,
repeat

read(c). write(c)i
until c

=

cmi

character).

(where em is the end of medium
convenient for text processing,
The read and write procedures are
the copy program transmits
but somewhat slow for simple copying. So
the interface procedures:
its data page by page by calling.
page, var eof : boolean)
procedure readpage(var block: univ
boolean)
procedure writepage(block: univ page, eof:
where

const pagelength
type page

=

=

.

512)

array ( .1 .pagelength. ) of chart

to use these procedures
(THe key word universal makes it possible
on a page, and not
to transmit any data type that can be stored
)
just a textstring [4
be terminated by an empty page
A file produced by a process must
to the following loop in the
and a boolean eof = true. This leads

J

copy

.

program:
var block: page) eof: boolean)

repeat
readpage(block, eof))
writepage(block, eof))
until
the program must receive a boolean from
At the end of the
whether transmission errors
the input and output processes to see
are received by
occurred during the input/output. These booleans
calling the interface procedure:
procedure readarg(s: argseq.

var arg: argtype)

1

7
i

For example

var ok: boolean, arg: argtype.

;|

readarg(inp, arg)i
if not arg.bool then ok:= false)

readarg(out, arg)i
if not arg.bool then ok:= false)

5. OPERATOR COMMUNICATION
A program communicates with the operator's console by means of

the interface procedures
procedure accept(var c: char)
procedure display(c: char)

These can, for example, be used to implement the following
user program:

procedure within a

procedure writetext(text : line))

var i: integer) c: char.
begin

i:= 0,
repeat

i:= i + 1

.. .
..

i

c:= text( i. )
display(c)
until c = nl

end.
where

const nl

= ' ( :10:

)'

.

.

const linelength = 132.
type line = array ( .I .linelength. ) of char.
A program identifies itself once and for all by calling the

interface procedure

!

procedure

identif y(header

line)

For example

identify('copy:( :los )' )
requests on the
causes the Solo system to prefix input/output
(The (:10:) denotes
console with the name of the copy program.
the ascii control character 10 = newl inr , )
If the copy program writer the messaqr
writetext('source filn unknown( : lU : ) * )

it will be displayed as
copy:

source file unknown

several times with the
to the operator. If a program communicates
operator without being interrupted by another one it is only
identified once on the terminal.

6XROCRAM CALLS
program by
A sequential Pascal program can call another Pascal
means of the interface procedure

procedure run(id: identifier: var param: arglist)
var line: integer; var result: nrogresult )
catalog. The
The program is identified by its name in the disk
the caller is
caller passes it a list of argument:,. Upon return
program
terminated (by means of
informed about where and how the
a line number and a program result):

type progresult

(terminated,

pointernrror, rangeerror,

varianterror, heaplimit, stackiimit, codelimit,
timelimit, callerror);

■:i

9

If the copy program, for example, is called to output a file to
disk, it will call a file program to enter the new filß in the
disk catalog. This is done as follows:

var dest: argtype> length:

lit

integer.

procedure

var line: integer, result:

progresult.

list: arglist.
begin

with list(.l.) do
begin tag:= booltype. bool:= false end.
with list(,2.) do
begin tag:= idtype.
if where = nowhere then id:= 'create
else id:= 'replace

"
'

end;

i
(

with list(.3. ) do
begin tag:= idtype. id:= dest. id end.
with list(.4.) do
begin tag:= inttype; int:= length end.
with list( .5. ) do
begin tag:= idtype. id:= 'ascii
' endi
with list(.6. ) do
begin tag:= booltype. bool:= false end.

run('file

', list, line, result).
identify( 'copy : ( :10: ) )
if (result <> terminated) or not list( .l ) .bool
then error('dsstination file lost( :10: ) )

"

end.

,

.

"

.

This has the same effect as the following console command:
file(create, dest, length, ascii, false)

i
i

(The boolean 'false' is the protection status of the new file.)
i

10
other Pascal programs and
The ability of Pascal programs to call
use Pascal as the job
pass parameters to them makes it possible to
program controls the
control language. In this example, the copy
execution of the file program.

7. DISK FILES

sequentially by sending its
A program can access a disk file
its contents to
name to the input process which then transmits
the job process,
to a disk file
A program can, however, also make random access
by means of the interface procedures
procedure open(f: file, id:
procedure close(f: file)
procedure get(f: file, p.

integer,

procedure put(f:

integer,

pi

var found: boolean)
var block: univ page)
var block: univ page)

function length(f: file): integer
where
type

file

=

.

1 .2

,

accessible (if it is found
Get and put transfers
on disk). Close makes it inaccessible again.
(File pages are
page number p of file number f to and from core.
length.) Length defines the number of pages
numbered 1, 2

name
Open makes a file with a given

in the file.
B. DIRECT

INPUT/OUIPUT

two interface
The lowest level of input/output is defined by
procedures
procedure iotransfer

(device: iodevice, var param: ioparam, var block: univ page)

procedure iomove
(device: iodevice: var param: ioparam)
where

11
type

iodevice
(typedevice, diskdevice, tapedevice, printdevice, carddevice)
type iooperation = (input, output, move, control),
type ioarg = (writeeof, rewind, upspace, backspace),
type ioresult =
(complete, intervention, transmission, failure,
endfile, endmedium, startmedium)

,

type ioparam

=

,
I

i

record
operation: iooperation,

status: ioresult,
arg, ioarg
end.
These are the elementary input/output operations defined in

.9.

[4]

HEAP ALLOCATION
The interface procedures
procedure mark(var top: integer)
procedure release(top: integer)

returns the current

.

top address of the heap and resets it to
given value as explained in

[4J

J

it

10. TASK KIND
The interface function
function task: taskkind
where

type taskkind

= (inputtask,

jobtask, outputtask)

:

tells a program whether it is being executed by the input process ,
the job process, or the output process [2].

:

12

11. THE COMPLETE PREFIX
The complete prefix is shown below:

"üßitonminttni)

»

PREFIX

B

const nl

=

LINELENGTH

= (.IiZI
I .LINELENGTH

TYHL LINE
T

.

=

=

,YPE

.
.

PAGELENGTH
TYPE

=

ARRAY
ARRAY

IuENTIKIErV

TYPE FILE

=

ARRAY

TYPE FILEATTR

=
=

(EMPTY.

eh- m,»:i.|

CHAR)

1 .PAGELENGTH I

(.

1..2!

TYPE FILLKINU

cr=m:l3:>.,

. . . ..
)

IDLENGTH

CHAR.

SCRATCH. ASCII. SEQCOOE.

CONCOOE),

FILEKIND!

HOOLEANI
ARRAY 1.1..5.)

INTEGER

END!
TY

ITYPEUEvicE. =

TYPE lOOPERATION
TYPE

=

CARDOEVICE),

TAPEOEVICE.

=

MOVE.

(INPUT.

CONTROL))
UACKSPACE)!

(WRUEEOF. REWIND.

TRANSMISSION. FAILURE.

ENUFILE. ENUMEUIUM. STAKTMEUIUM > I
type ioparam

= record
uperation:

iooperationi

status! ioresult!
ENUt
TYPE TASKKIND

=

JOBTASK.

OUTPUTTASK)!

n

TYPE
(NILTYPE,

=

INTTYPE. lOTYPE. PTRTYPEM

TYPE

=

TYPE

=

tag:

NILTYPE.
INTTYPE!
idtype:

ptrtype:

END!

=

=

TYPE
TYPE ARGSEQ

=

TYPE
(TERMINATED.

101
ARRAY
(INP.

(.

(BOOL:
(ItJT!
identifier)!
iptr: pointer)

nu:

..

I

BOOLEAN)!

.

)

OUT)!

=

,

VAR I ANTERROR

,

CALLERROH)!

READIVAR

CHAR)!

OPENIF: FILEI ID:
CLOSEIF! FILE)!
ULEI P! INTEGER! VAR
FILE):

PHOCEDURL MARKIVAR
PROCEDURE RELEASE (TOP:

BOOLEAN))

UNIV PAGE)!
VAR BLOCK! UNIV PAGE!!

PUTIF! FILE! P!

I.ENGTHIF!

VAR FOUND!

INTEGER)!
INTEGER)!

IDENTIFTIHEArjER!

ACCEPTIVAR
(C!

LINE)!
CHAR))

CHAR) I

REaDPAGEIVaR
UNIV PAGE! VAR EOF! BOOLEAN! I
BOOLEAN)!
HHITEPAGEIBLOCK! UNIV

PROCEUURL REAULINEIVAR TEXT! UNIV LINE)!
PROCEDURE WRITELINE(TEXT! UNIV LINE)!
KEAOARG(S: ARGSEQ! VAR
ARGTYPE))
ARGSEQ! ARG! ARGTYPE)!
ID! IDENTIFIER! VAR

PHOCEDURt

VAR PARAM:

(DEVICE:

FILEATTR! VAR FOUND!

lOPARAM! VAR BLOCK! UNIV
VAR PARAM!

RUN! ID! IDENTIFIER! VAR PARAM!
VAR
VAR LINE!
P(VAK

PARAM!

ARGLIST)

I

lOPARAM).

PROGRESULT))

PAGE))

BOOLEAN)!
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part of a sequential
To the compiler the prefix is the first
all use the
Pascal program. The input, job, and output programs
writeline have no
same prefix (but the procedures readline and
effect within the job

process).

12. A SEI3UENTIAL PROGRAM: COPY
the prefix
This is an example of a complete program that uses
program copies a text
to interact with the operating system. The
cards, disk, or tape) to a
file from a source medium (console,
tape).
destination medium (console, printer, disk, or

VAR

dest:

argtype.

OK!

WHERE!

ELSEWHERE)!

(NOWHERE.

PROCEDURE WRITE(EXT(TEXT:
VAR I! INTEGER!

LINE)!

I: = 0 I
REPEAT
l.s I + II

)EXT( .I.II

DISPLAY(C) I

UNTIL
END!

=

NL!

PROCEOURE EWROR(TEXTI

LINE)!

WRITETEXT(TEXT)!
EMU I

PROCEDURE HELP!
IF

THEN

WRITETEXTI ' TRY
WRITETEXTC
OK!= FALSE!
END!

IN ( ! 10 !

COPY (

)

)

, i DESTINATION!

IDENTIFIER)

.„.,.,.

C10:)')l

15

VAR LINE!

PROGRESULT!

WITH

.I.)

IF WHERE
END!
WITH

WITH

..
.

=

THEN ID!=

"M

lU!=

3. )
IDTYPE! ID!= DESI.ID
4 .)

WITH
WIIH

END!

2. >
IDTYPE!

WIIH

END)

INTTYPE!

END!

.S.)

TAo! = IDTYPE! ID!=
6.)

BEGIN
IDENTIFY!
IF (RESULT

"

DO

BOOLTYPE!

<>

'.
! ( !1U!

ENOI

FALSE ENOI
LINE. RESULT)|

"

) )I
TERMINATED)

.I.

THEN

FILE

ERROR(

VAR ATTR! FILEAIIR!

(

:10 i )

' )I

BOOLEAN!

PARAMI .2. I
)

WITH
IF

THEN HELP
ATTR. FOUND)!

IF NUT

IHEN

FILE

EHROR.

ATTR. KIND

(:

OF

BE

10 !)"

)

ELSE
SEQCODE (

ASCII, slucuue:

END!
WITH
IF TAG

PARAMI

.3.

II

IDTYPE THEN HELP

LOOKOPUO. ATIR.

FOUND)!

THEN
IF NUT
WHLRE!=
SEQCODE THEN
IF AITR.KINU
WHEKE!=
IF
THEN
FILE
WHERE!=
END!
ENDI

=

ClOi)')

ELSE

10!)') I
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PROCEDURE INITIOI
ARGTYPEI
VAR
WHITEARGdNP. SOURCE)!
IF WHERE = ELSEWHERE THEN
WRITLARGIOUT. DEST) ELSE
WITH

'

'NEXT

= lOTYPEI
WHITEARGIUUT. ARG) I
END!
END I

PROCEDURE CHECKIOI
ARGTYPEI
VAR
REAUARGUNP. ARGII
! = FALSE!
ARG.BOOL THEN
IF
THEN
IF WHERE <>
ARG)!
REAUARGIOUT.
IF NOT

THEN

<>

(WHERE

IF
END I

!=

ELSEWHERE) ii

PROCEDURE COPYTEXTI
VAR
REPEAT

EOF))

WRITLPAGEIULOCK.

)

I

UNTIL
ENOI

PROCEDURE INITIALIZE!
iuentifyccopy:.
(TASK

CHECKARGI

=

:io:)')i

JOBTASK) I

END I

TERMINATE!
WITH PARAM( .I.)

00

BOOLTYPE!

INITIALIZE!
IF

THEN

INITIOI
COPYTEXTI
CHECKIOI
ENUI

TERMINATE!
END.

ARG. INT

THEN SAVEFILEI

17
The copy program initializes itself by checking its arguments.
If they are ok it starts concurrent input/output, copies the file,
and checks the input/output for transmission errors.
13. CONCLUSION
The sequential Pascal compiler assumes that the interface
are declared exactly the same
way in the prefix and within the operating system. Since the
compiler has no way of checking whether the prefix is correct it
must be handled with some care.
In developing the Solo system, we found it sufficient to
maintain the prefix as a standard card deck that was put in front
of all programs before they were stored on disk. The prefix is
now stored on disk as a separate text file. It can be put in
front of a program file by means of a concatenate program called
from the console
procedures and their parameter types

concat(pref ix, source, dest)
As long as the informal use of a single prefix file causes no
problems for system programmers I see no reason to handle it by

more complicated, automatic mechanisms. But, for

general use, it
is, of course, much safer and more convenient to let the system

automatically put a prefix in front of all user programs before
compilation, (A program called run does just that.)
Since the compiler refuses to accept further interface
definitions after the key word program a user cannot change a
prefix by adding his own declarations to

it. We

much smaller prefix than the one described here

expect that a

will satisfy
most users.
As an example, the program run will compile
and execute a program with input from cards and output on the
line printer. The compiled program only needs a prefix
consisting of the procedures read and write. This is the first
step towards the development of a batch processing system for
student jobs.

1B
an operating
The use of a prefix to check interactions between
the Concurrent
system and its jobs illustrate a persistent theme in
unchanged
Pascal project: programming relationships that remain
for all at compile
for long periods of time can be verified once and
time
time. The verification of system invariants at compile
before
contributes to program reliability by detecting errors
program
systems are put into operation. It also increases
protection
efficiency by removing the need for complicated hardware

mechanisms.
This approach to operating system design was originally proposed
Other examples of it are the compile time checking of
in
and the
access rights within the operating system itself
so-called disk scheduling at compile time described in [6J.

[s].

[1] ,
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1

INTRODUCTION

This is a description of the program structure of the Solo
operating system. Solo is a single-user operating system for the
PDP 11/45 computer written in the programming language

Pascal

Concurrent

[3, 4].

The main idea in Concurrent Pascal is to divide the global
data structures of an operating system into small parts and
define the meaningful operations on each of them. In Solo, for
example, there is a data structure, called a resource, that is
used to give concurrent processes exclusive access to a disk.
This data structure can only be accessed by means of two
operations that request and release access to the
disk. The
programmer specifies that these are the only operations one can
perform on a resource, and the compiler checks that this rule is
obeyed in the rest of the system. This approach to program
reliability has been called resource protection at compile time
|_1J It makes programs more reliable by detecting incorrect
interactions of program components before they are put into
operations. It makes
them
more efficient by reducing the
need for hardware protection mechanisms.
The combination of a data structure and the operations used
to access it is called an abstract data type. It is abstract

.

because the rest of the system need only know what operations
one can perform on it but can ignore the details of how they
are carried out. A Concurrent Pascal program is constructed
from three kinds of abstract data types: processes, monitors,
and classes. Processes perform concurrent operations on data
structures. They use monitors to synchronize themselves and
exchange data. They access private data structures by means of

classes. [2J

in concurrent

is

an overview of these concepts and their use

programming.

2
Solo is the first major example of a hierarchical concurrent
program implemented in terms of abstract data types. It has been
program
in use since May 1975. This is a complete, annotated
was tested
system
listing of the system. It also explains how the

systematically.
2. PROGRAM STRUCTURE
which
Solo consists of a hierarchy of program layers, each of
a
set
of
resource,
and
controls a particular kind of computer
concurrent processes that use these resources:

PRINTER

PROCESS

PROCESS

/ PROCESS

INITIAL
PROCESS
FIG. 1.

PROCESS

LOADER

PROCESS

PROGRAM LAYERS AND PROCESSES

3
Resource management controls the scheduling of the operator's
console and the disk among concurrent processes.
Console management lets processes communicate with the operator
after they have gained access to the console.
Disk management gives processes access to disk files and a
catalog describing

them.
Program management fetches program files from disk into core

on demand from processes that wish to execute them.
Buffer management transmits data among processes.
These facilities are used by seven concurrent processes:
A job process executes Pascal programs upon request from the
operator.

Two input/output processes produce and consume the data used
by the job process.
A card process feeds punched cards to the input process which
then removes trailing blanks from them and packs the text into

blocks.
A printer process prints lines that are unpacked from blocks

and sent to it by the output process.
A loader process preempts and reinitializes the operating
system when the operator pushes the bell key on the console.
An initial process starts up the rest of the system after
system loading.

The term program layer is only used as a convenient way of
explaining the gross division of labor within the system. It
cannot be represented by any language notation in Concurrent
Pascal,

4

3. ABSTRACT DATA TYPES
data types
Each program layer consists of one or more abstract
(monitors and classes):
Resource management:

first-out queue that is used
implements a
to maintain multi-process queues and message buffers.
to a
A resource monitor gives processes exclusive access
computer resource. It is used to control disk access.
exclusive access
A typewriter resource monitor gives processes
identify
to a console and tells them whether they need to
A fjfo class

themselves to the operator.
Console management:
a process
A typewriter class transmits a single line between
and a console (but does not give the process exclusive access to
it)
A terminal class gives a process the illusion that it has its
operator
own private console by giving it exclusive access to the
for input or output of a single line.
A terminal stream makes a terminal look character oriented.

Disk management;

can access a page anywhere on disk (but does not
give a process exclusive access to it). It uses a terminal to
A disk class

report disk failure.
A disk file class can access any page belonging

to a particular

file. The file pages, which may be scattered on disk, are
addressed indirectly through a page map. The disk address of the
page map identifies the file. It uses a disk to access the map
and its pages.

5

A disk table class makes a disk catalog of files look like an
array of entries, some of which describe
and some of which
The
empty.
are
entries are identified by numeric indices. It uses
a disk file to access the catalog page by page.
A disk catalog monitor can look up files in a catalog by means
of their names. It uses a resource to get exclusive access to
the disk and a disk table to scan the catalog.

A data file class gives a process access to a named disk file.
It uses a resource, a disk catalog, and a disk file to access
the disk.
Program management :
A program file class can load a named disk file into core when
a process wishes to execute it, It uses a resource, a disk catalog,
and a disk file to do this.
A program stack monitor keeps track of nested program calls
within a process.

Buffer management.
The buffer monitors transmits various kinds of rressages between
processes: arguments (scalars or identifiers), lines, and pages.
The following defines the purpose, specification, and
implementation of each of these abstract data types.

6

4. INPUT/OUTPUT
The following data types are used in elementary input/output
operations:

XtypedevlceXdiskdevice.
TYPE lOOPERATION
(INPUT.

TYPE

=

(WRIIEEOF.

=

TAPEOEVICE. PRINTDEVICE.

CARDDEVICE),

CONTROL))

REWIND. UPSPACE. BACKSPACE))

TYI L
(

iPLETE. INTERVENTION. TRANSMISSION. FAILURE.
ARTMEU IUM ) i
tNDFILE. ENUMtUIUM.

=

TYPE

OPERATION! lOOPERATION!
lORESULT!
END I

"""muoim.

FF=M!i2!»'i

.
..

CONST LINELENGTH = (.1421
1 .LINELENGTH
TYPE LINE = ARRAY
CONST PAGELENGTH
TYPE

=

=

0121

ARRAY I.I

.

CR='.:i3:>'.
)

CHAR I

PAGELENGTH I

O
CHARI

.

-

..
input/output

They define the identifiers of peripheral devices,
operations and their results, as well as the data types to be

transferred (printer lines or disk
output operations are explained in

pages). The details of

[SJ

.

input/

7

5. FIFO
A fifo keeps track of the length and the head and tail indices
of an array used as a first-in, first-out queue (but does not
contain the queue elements themselves).
The access rights and routines of a fifo are:
type fifo = class(limit: integer)
A fifo is initialized with a constant that defines its range of
queue indices I,. limit.

function arrival:

integer

Returns the index of the next queue element in which an arrival
can take place.

function departure:

integer

Returns the index of the next queue element from which a
departure can take place.

function empty: boolean
Defines whether the queue is empty (arrivals
function

full;

=

departures)

boolean

Defines whether the queue is full (arrivals
A user of a fifo queue

=

departures + limit)

must ensure that the length of the
queue remains within its physical limit:
0

< arrivals

-

departures < limit

8

Implementation:
TYPE

=

CLASS(LIMIT!

INTEGER)!

VAR HEAD. TAIL. LENGTH!

INTEGER!

FUNCTION ENTRY ARRIVAL". INTEGER!

TAIL!
lAIL!= TAIL

LIMIT + II
+ 1!

FUNCTION ENTRY DEPARTURE!
i

UEPARTURE!= HEAD!
HEAD
LIMIT + 1!
II

-

ENTRY EMPTY!
EMPTY!= (LENGTH
ENTRY FULL!
FULL!= (LENGTH
HEAD!=

II

=
=

|AIL!=

0)

LIMIT)

1!

END!

LENG(H!=

0 END!

represented by its limit, head, tail, and
length. The Concurrent Pascal compiler will ensure that these
variables are only accessed by the routines of the class. In
A fifo queue is

.

general, a class variable can only be accessed by calling one
of the routine entries associated with it [2 j The final
statement of the class is executed when an instance of a
fifo queue is declared and initialized.

9

6. RESOURCE

gives processes exclusive access to a computer
(but
resource
does not perform any operations on the resource
itself).
A resource

type resource

= monitor

procedure request

Gives the calling process exclusive access to the resource
procedure

release

Makes the resource available for other processes
A user of a resource must request it before using it
and
release it afterwards. If the resource is released within a
finite time it will also become available to any process requesting
it within a finite time. In short, the resource scheduling
is

fair.
Implementation :

TYPE PHOCESSQUEUE

=

=

71
ARRAY

(.

.

I .PROCESSCOUNT

.

)

TYPE RESOURCE
VAR FREE!

PROCEDURE

Q: PROCESSQUEUE I NEXT:

ENTRY REQUESTI

IF FREE THEN FREE!= FALSE
OELAY(U( .NEXT.ARRIVAL.

)) I

END!

ENTRY
QEGIN

IF NEXT. EMPTY THEN FREEi= TRUE
ELSE

CONTINUE(Q(

.NEXT .DEPARTURE

END!
FREE!= TRUE! INIT NEXT (

.>

)

I
)

ENDI

QUEUE!
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a
resource is represented by its state (free or used) and
queue
is
multi-process
queue of processes waiting for it. The

A

process
represented by two data structures: an array of single
queues and a fifo to keep track of the queue indices.
sets the
The initial statement at the end of the monitor
with
resource state to free and initializes the fifo variable
can
wait
that
processes
a constant defining the total number of
monitor
in the queue. The compiler will ensure that the
entries
variables only can be accessed by calling the routine
most
associated with it. The generate^ code will ensure that at
The
one process at a time is executing a monitor routine [2j
of a
monitor can delay and (later) continue the execution
calling process. A routine associated with a class or monitor
is called by mentioning the class or monitor variable followed
by the name of the routine. As an example, the call

.

next .arrival
next
will perform an arrival operation on the fifo variable
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7. TYPEWRITER RESOURCE
A typewriter resource gives processes exclusive access to a
typewriter console. A calling process supplies an
identification
of itself and is told whether it needs to display it to the
operator.
type typeresource

=

monitor

procedure request (text :

line: var

changed:

boolean)

Gives the calling process exclusive access to the resource. The
process identifies itself by a text line. A
boolean changed
defines whether this is the same identification that was used
in the last call of request (in which case there is no need to
display it to the operator again).
procedure

release

Makes the resource available for other processes.
The scheduling is fair as explained in Section 6.
Implementation :

TYPE TYPERESOURCE
Q;

VAR FREE:

PROCESSQUEUE I NEXT:

ENTRY REQUEST TEXT : LINE! VAR
(

IF FREE THEN FREE!=
UELAY(U(. NEXT. ARRIVAL. MI
(HEAUER

HEADER!= TEXT I
END!

PROCEDURE ENTRY

<>

TEXT))

.

IF NEXT.EMPTY THEN FREE!= TRUE
CONTINUE (U( NEXT .DEPARTURE .) ) I
END!

FREE:= TRUE! HEADER (. I.): = NL I
INIT NEXT(PROCESSCOUNT) !
END!

HEADER I LINE!
BOOLEAN)!
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8. TYPEWRITER
a typewriter
typewriter can transfer a text line to or from
on
the console
calling
process
console. It does not identify the
or oive it exclusive access to it.
A

type typewriter

=

class( device : iodevice)

of the device
A typewriter is initialized with the identifier
it controls.
procedure write(text: line)

Writes a line on the typewriter.
procedure read(var text: line)

a line from it.
Rings the bell on the typewriter and reads
whole line can be erased and retyped by

Single characters or the
responds to
typing 'control C or 'control I. The typewriter
erasure by writing '?'.
A newline character (NL) terminates the input or output of
a line. A line that exceeds 73 characters is forcefully terminated
by a newline

character.
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TYPE TYPEWRITER
class(device: ioueviceii

LINELIMIT

CANCELCHAR
PROCEUURE

=
=

=

73|
'.!3S)'I
"CONTROL
Mil?:)')

WRITECHAR(X!

L"

CHAR))

VAR PAKAM!
BEGIN

PARAM.
c:- xi
END!

OUTPUT!
PARAM. UEVICLII

PROCEDURE ENTRY WRITEITEXT!

LINE)

VAR PARAM:
I. INTEGER!

I

PARAfi.OPERATION!= ODTPUTI
I!= 01

REPEAT

i:= i + it c:= text., i, ) i
PARAM. UEVICE)!

UNTIL

=

(C

IF
END I

NL)

(I

NL THEN

=

LINELIMIT)!
(

NL ) I

PROCEDURE ENTRY REAUIVAR TEXT!

-

E<EL
VAR PAhAM!
I!

'(!7!)'l

LINE)

I

lOPARAM!

WRITECHAR.BEL) I

PARAM.
= 01
HEPEAT

INPUT!
PARAM.

UEVICE)!

=

IP

THEN
NL) I
'7')

I

I!= 01
END
IF C
BEGIN

=

IF I

THEN

>

0 THEN

"?") I
18= 1-11
END
END
l:= I ♦ II TEXT(.I.):=
END I
(I = LINELIMIT)!
UNTIL
= NLI
THEN
IF
NL

WRI

WRITECHAR(NL) I

TEXT..LINELIMIT +

ENUI
END!
BEGIN

1.)!=

NL I
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9. TERMINAL
A terminal gives a single process exclusive access to a
typewriter, identifies the process to the operator, and transfers
a line to or from the device.
type terminal

class(access : typeresource)

=

The terminal uses a typewriter resource to get exclusive access
to the device.
procedure read(header:

line, var text: line)

Writes a header (if necessary) followed by a text line on the

typewriter

.

procedure write(header, text: line)

Writes a header (if necessary) on the typewriter and reads a text
line from it.
The header identifies the calling process. It is only output
if it is different from the last header output on the typewriter.

Implementation:

TYPE TERMINAL
CLASS(ACCESS)

TYPERESOURCE)!

VAR UNIT! TYPEWRITER!

LINE! VAR TEXT:

ENTRY
VAR

.

ACCESS. REQUEST (HEADER.

CHANGEO) I

IF
THEN UNIT WRI TE (
UNIT.REAUI TEXT) I
ENUI
ENTRY
VAR

WR ITE (

HEADER

BOOLEAN!

.

.

.

REQDESTIHEADER. CHANGED)!

IF
.HEN DNIT WRI TE
UNI T .WRITE! TEXT ) I
RELEASE)

)

END!
INIT UNIT(TYPEDEVICE) ENUI

I

LINE))

)

I

LINE)!
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A class or monitor can only call other classes or monitors if
they
are declared as variables within it or passed as parameters to it
during initialization
So a terminal can only call the monitor
access and the class unit. These access rights are checked during

[2].

compilation.
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10. TERMINAL STREAM

once and
A terminal stream enables a process to identify itself
on a
for all and then proceed to read and write single characters
terminal.
type
A

terminalstream

=

class(operator : terminal)

output a line at a
terminal stream uses a terminal to input or

time.
procedure read(var c: char)

Reads a character from the terminal,
procedure write(c: char)

Writes a character on the

terminal,

procedure reset(text: line)

Identifies the

calling process.
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=

TYPE

CLASSIOPERATOR: IERMINADI
LINELIMIT

=

80)

VAR HEADER! LINE) ENUINPUT! BOOLEAN.
INP. OUT)
INTEGER! TEXT

INITIALIZEITEXT!

LINE

LINE)!

header!= texti
enuinput."=

true!

out.count:= oi
END!

PROCEDURE ENTRY HEAD. VAR

CHAR)

I

WITH INP 00
IF ENUINPUT THEN

REALHHEAOEH.

TEXT)|

0!
END!

+ 1!

TEXT.

C!=

ENUINPUT!=

(C

=

) I
NL) )

END I
)

ENTRY WHITE.

I

WITH
TEXT I
IF (C

)

=

NL)

+ 11

!=

LI

(COUNT

=

OPERATOR. WHITE(HEADER,

LINELIMIT)

THEN

TEXT))

!= 0 1

END!
ENUI
END!

PROCEDURE ENTRY RESETITEXT:

LINE)!

INITIALIZE!

TEXT)

INITIALIZE)

'UNIDENTIFIED! (

.

)' )

END!

The terminal stream contains two line buffers for input
output

and
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11. DISK
A

a disk device.
disk can transfer any page to or from

type disk

=

class(typeuse : typeresource)

exclusive access to a
disk uses a typewriter resource to get
terminal to report disk failure.
read( pageaddr integer, var block: univ page)

A

.

procedure

absolute disk address,
Reads a page identified by its
page)
write ( pageaddr : integer: var block: univ
procedure

address.
Writes a page identified by its absolute disk
make it possible
The page is declared as a universal type to
types (and not
to use the disk to transfer pages of different
just text) [SJ
the disk writes a message to the operator
After a disk
character.
and repeats the operation when he types a NL

.

TYPE

TYPERESOURCE)!

TERMINAL!

VAR

procedure

transfer.command: iooperation!

pageaudr:

var

param:

.

var

block! paged
univ loargi
ioparam; response: linei

BEGIN

WITH PARAM. OPERATOR
BEGIN

OPERATION!::
ARGS PAGEAUDRI
IG.ULOCK. PARAM.
WHILE
BEGIN

WRITE!
READ.

lO.BLOCK.

UISKOEVICE)!

<>

.10! )'.
RETURN.

" )'

.

!)

"II

RESPONSE)!

PARAM, UISKDEVICE)!

END!
END!

PROCEDURE ENTRY READ I
TRANSFER.

.

! INTEGER! VAR
PAGEAOUR, BLOCK) END!

:

PROCEDURE ENTRY WH I TE
TRANSFERIOUTPUT.

VAR
BLOCK)

UNIV PAGE)!
UNIV PAGE))

END!

INIT OPERAIOR(TYPEUSE) END!

process until the
The standard procedure io delays the calling
The procedure transfer is not a
disk transfer is completed
disk class.
routine entry, it can only be called within the

[s]

.
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12. DISK FILE
A disk file enables a process to access a disk file consisting
of a fixed number of pages (< 255). The disk file is identified
by the absolute disk address of a page map that defines the length
of the file and the disk addresses of its pages. To a calling
process the pages of a file are numbered 1, 2,
length.

... ,

type diskfile

=

class(typeuse : typeresource )

disk file uses a typewriter resource to get exclusive access to
the operator after a disk failure. Initially, the file is closed

A

(inaccessible)

.

procedure open(mapaddr :

integer)

Makes a disk file with a given page map accessible,
procedure

close

Makes the disk file inaccessible,

function length:

integer

Returns the length of the disk file (in pages). The length of a
closed file is zero.
procedure

read(pageno: integer) var block: univ page)

Reads a page with a
procedure

given number

from the disk

file,

write(pagenoi integer; var block: univ page)

Writes a page with a given number on the disk file.
Read and write have no effect if the file is closed or if the
page number is outside the range I.. length.
A user of a file must open it before using it and close it

afterwards.
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CONST

TYPE FILEMAP

=

=

2551
HLELF.N6TH: INTEGER!
pageset: ARRAY I.MAPLENGTH.) ,1. .MAPLENGTH. )

integer

ENUI
TYPE

TYPEuSE!

= TYPERESOURCE)

UNIT!

VAR

BOOLEAN!

INTEGER!

EMTHY

INTEGE'U!

FUNCTION INCLUDES.
INCLUUESS
(1

I

MAP! FILEMAPI

<=

PAGENO) & (PAGENO

PROCEDURE ENTRY

UfIIT.REAIMMAPAUUR.

<=

I MAPADDR !

LENGTH))

INTEGER)!

MAPI)

MAP.HLELENGTHI
TRUE!

END!

PXOCEOURE ENTRY
01
END!

ENTRY REAU.PAGENO: INTEGER! VAR
IF

INCLUUES.PAGENO)

UN I T. HE AU. MAP.

ENUI

THEN
(.PAGENO.)

.

IF INCLUUES(PAGENO) THEN
(.PAGENO,). BLOCK))
UN IT. WRITE (MAP.
END!

0!

OPENEUS

PAGE) I

ULOCK) I

(
BLOCK
PROCEDURE ENTRY WR ITE PAGENO ! INTEGER! VAR

INIT UNITITYPEUSEU

UNIV

UNIV

PAGE)!
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13. CATALOG STRUCTURE
The disk contains a catalog of all files. The following data types
define the structure of the catalog:

TYPE IDENTIFIER
TYPE FILEKIND
(EMPTY,

TYPE FILEATTR

=

=

121
ARRAY (. I

=

.

.

)

SEQCODE.

=
AUUR!

II

FILEKIND!

protected:

notuseu!

boolean)
i.1..5.)

integer

END!

=

TYPE

ID! IDENTIFIER!
ATTR! FILEATTR!
key.

END!
TYPE

seahchlength:

. ..

= 161
ARRAY I I CATPAGELENGTH

=

.

)

CATENTRYI

=
The catalog is itself a file defined by a page map stored at the
catalog address. Every catalog page contains a fixed number of
catalog entries. A catalog entry describes a file by its

attributes, and hash key. The search length defines the number of
files that have a hash key equal to the index of this entry. It is
used to limit the search for a non-existing file name.
The file attributes are its kind (empty, scratch, ascii,
sequential or concurrent code), the address of its page map, and
a boolean defining whether it is protected against accidental
deletion or overwriting. The latter is checked by all system
Programs operating on the disk, but not by the operating system.
Solo provides a mechanism for protection, but does not enforce it.
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14. DISK TABLE
A disk table makes a disk catalog look like an array of
length.
entries identified by numeric indices 1, 2

type disktable
class(typeuse: typeresource

catalog

cataddr: integer)

to
A disk table uses a typewriter resource to get exclusive access
locate
the operator after a disk failure and a catalog address to
a catalog on disk.
function length: integer
Defines the number of entries in the catalog.
procedure read(i: integer; var clem: catentry)

Reads entry number i in the catalog. If the entry number is
outside the range I.. length the contents of the entry is undefined.
TYPE DISKTABLE
I
INTEGER)!

VAR FILE! UISKFILEI

ENTRY LENGTH!
PROCEOURE ENTRY READ! I !
VAR

INDEX)

INOEXS
IF

VAR ELEM: CATENTRY).

INTEGER)

(I

-

<>

1) DIV CATPAGELENGTH + 1!
INDEX THEN

INUEX!
END!
ELEMs
END)

U

-

1)

INIT FILE(TYPEUSE)!
CATADDR) I
FILE.
LENGTHS FILE. LENGTH
01
END!

CATPAGELENGTH + 1.1l

» CATPAGELENGTH.

A disk table stores the most recently used catalog page to
make a sequential search of the catalog fast.
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15. DISK CATALOG
The disk catalog describes all disk files by means of a sat of
named entries that can be looked up by processes.

type diskcatalog
monitor (typeuse : typeresource

.

diskuse: resource, cataddr: integer)
A disk catalog uses a resource to get exclusive access to the disk
during a catalog lookup and a typewriter resource to get exclusive

access to the

operator after a disk failure.
address to locate the catalog on disk.

It uses a catalog

procedure lookup(id:

var attr:

var found: boolean)

Searches for a catalog entry describing a file with a given
identifier and indicates whether it found it. If so, it also
returns the file attributes.
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TYPE DISKCATALOG =
TYPERESOURCE!
MUNI

CATADDR!

UISKUSE!

INTEGER)!

table: disktablei

var

FUNCTION HASHUUB lUENTIFIER): INTEGER!
VAR KEY. I! INTEGER!
01

II
REPEAT
IF

C

1 «" li

<> KEY
" "

='
KEY!

UNTIL
END!

1D.. 1.)
THEN

I

+ ll

TABLE.
<I " lOLENG.-H)!

ORU.C)

*

'"

PROCEOURE ENTRY LOOKUP
VAR
(II). IDENTIFIER! YAH ATTR: FILEATTR!
CATENTRYI
ELEM!
KEY. MORE, INUEX!

BOOLEAN) I

VAR

REQUEST!

HASH( IU)

1

TAtILF.REAU(KEY. ELEM)!

more:=

elem.searchlengthi
KEY!
FALSE!

>

&

WHILE

0)

TABLE. REAU. INDEX.
IF ELEM.IO = IU THEN
ATTH!= ELEM. ATTR!

ELEM)I

bt
IF

ELEM. KEY

=

KEY THEN

INUEXS INUEX
END!
END!

TRUE
-II

TABLE. LENGTH + II

RELEASE!

INIT TABLE! IYPEUSE.

CATAUUR) ENO|

uses a disk table to make a cyclical search for
by hashing
an identifier. The initial catalog entry is selected
The search stops when the identifier is found or when there are
catalog has
no more entries with the same hash key. The disk
A disk catalog

exclusive access to the disk during the lookup to prevent
competing processes from causing disk arm movement.
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16. DATA FILE

A data file enables a process to access a disk file by means of
its name in a disk catalog. The pages of a data file are numbered
, length.
1 2

, ,

...

type datafile

b

class(typeuse: typeresourcei diskuse:
catalog: diskcatalog)

resource)

A data file uses a resource to get exclusive access to the disk
during a page transfer and a typewriter resource to get exclusive
access to the operator after disk failure. It uses a catalog to
look up the file. Initially the data file is inaccessible (closed).
procedure open(id: identifier)

var found: boolean)

Makes a file with a given identifier accessible if it is found in
the catalog.
procedure close

Makes the file inaccessible.
procedure read(pageno:

integer, var block: univ page)

Reads a page with a given number from the file. It has no effect
if the file is closed or if the page number is outside the range
I

..

length.

procedure write(pageno : integer,

var block: univ page)

Writes a page with a given number on the file. It has no effect
if the file is closed or if the page number is outside the range
I .length.

.

function length: integer
Defines the number of pages in the file. The length of a closed
file is zero.
A user of a data file must open it before using it and close
it afterwards. If a process needs exclusive access to a data
file while using it, this must be ensured at higher levels of
i

programming.
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class<typeusl:"typeresourcei

diskuse: RESOURCE!

DISKCATALOG) I

VAR FILE! OISKFILE! UPF.NEO!
ENTRY LENGTH:

PROCEDURE ENTRY
VAR ATTR! FILLAITRI
CATALOG. LUOKUPdU.

BOOLEAN)!

ID! IDENTIFIER! VAR
ATTR, FOUND) I

THEN

IF

REQUEST!
FILE.

AI IR.AUUR) I
FILE. LENGTH!

RELEASE!
ENUI

END I

PROCEOURE ENTRY CLOSE!
F

ILE.
01
I

OPENEUS
END!

VAR

PROCEDURE ENTRY READ.PAGENO!

BLOCK!

UNIV

PAGE)

I

IF OPENED THEN

UISKUSE. REUUESTI

FILE. REAU.

BLOCK)

I

RELEASE!

ENUI
ENDI

PROCEDURE ENTRY WRITE. PAGENO!
THEN

IF

DISKUSE. REUUESTI
RELEASE!
END I
INIT FILEITYPEUSEII
01

FALSE!
END!

BLOCK)!

VAR

UNIV

PAGE)

I
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17. PROGRAM FILE
A program file can transfer a sequential program from
a disk file
into core. The program file is identified by its name in a disk
catalog.
type progfile

.

class(typeuse: typeresource diskuse:
catalog: diskcatalog)

resource.

A program file uses a resource to get exclusive
access to the disk
during program loading and a typewriter
resource to get exclusive
access to the operator after disk failure. It uses a disk catalog
to look up the file.
procedure open(id: identifier,

var state, progstate)

Loads a program with a given identifier from disk and returns
its
state. The program state is one of the following: ready for
execution, the disk file is not sequential code, or the file is
too big to be loaded into core.

function store: progstore
Defines the variable in which the program
file is stored. A
program store is an array of disk pages.

20

.

=

TYPE PROGSTATE

CONST STORELENGTHI
TYPE
ARRAY

NOTSEQ. TOOBIG))

(READY,

=

=

.I. .STORELENGTHI.

)

=

TYPE

I
I

DISKCATALOG)

RESOURCE!

VAR FILE!
ENTRY
ID. IDENTIFIER! VAR
I PAGEMO.

PROCEDURE ENTRY
'MR ATTR! FILEATTR!

ID. ATTR. FOUND)!
ULE. AUK DU
THEN

„ITH

IF
IF KIND

PROGSTATE II
INTEGER!

<>

STATES

SEUCUOE THEN

REQUEST!
OPLN(AI)DR)

t

IF

<=
FOR

STORELENGTHI THEN
!=

1
(

I) i

ritAUYI
END

TOOBIG!

RELEASEI
ENUI
END!
INIT FILE.TYPEUSEII
END I

A program file has exclusive access to the: disk until it has Loaded
the entire program. This is to prevent competing processes from
slowing down program loading by causing disk arm movement.
Solo uses two kinds of program files (progfilel and progfile2):
one for large programs and another one for small ones. They differ
only in the dimension of the program store used. The need to
arrays of different
lengths is an awkward inheritance from Pascal.

repeat the entire class definition to handle
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18. PROGRAM STACK

A program stack maintains a last-in, first-out list of
identifiers
of programs that have called one another. It enables a process to
keep track of nested calls of sequential programs.
type progstack

=

monitor

For historical reasons a program stack was defined as a
monitor.
the present version of the system it might as well have been
a

In

class.
function space: boolean
Tells whether there is more space in the program stack.

function

any:

boolean

Tells whether the stack contains any program identifiers
procedure push(id: identifier)

Puts an identifier on top of the stack. It has no effect if the
stack is full.
procedure pop(var line,

result: univ integer)

Removes a program identifier from the top of the stack and
defines the line number at which the program terminated as well as
its result. The result either indicates normal
termination or one
of several run-time errors as explained in

fsl

.

procedure get(var id: identifier)

Defines the identifier stored in the top of the stack (without
removing it). It has no effect if the stack is empty.
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=

Type, resulttype

pointererror

(terminated. overflow,

,

rangeerror, var i anterror

TYPE ATTRINDEX
(CALLER.

=

,

CALLERROR)!

HEAPLIMIT. SIACKLIMIT. COOELIMIT.

RUNTIME)

I

TYPE

=
ARRAY

VAR

(.

..

5!
1

T ACKLENGTH

.

)

IDENTIFIER!
INTEGER

HEAPAUDR!
END!

.STACKLENGTH!
ENTRY
HUP

ENTRY ANY:
(TOP

>

<

STACKLENGTH)

0)

END!
IDENTIFIER))

PROCEDURE ENTRY
IF TOP

ENOI

<

THEN

+ 1!
)

WITH
101

HEAPAOURS

ATTHIBUTE(HEAPTOP) I

ENUI
ENUI

PROCEDURE ENTRY
(VAR

LINE.

CONST TERMINATED

UNIV INTEGER))

=

01

ATTRIBUTE.PROGLINE) I

RESULTS ATTRIbUTEIPROGRESULTM
IF RESULT <> lERMINATEU THEN
) .HEAPAUDR) I
SETHEAP.
TOPS
II

-

ENUI

PROCEDURE ENTRY
IF TOP
END!

>

0 THEN

10! IDENTIFIER)!

I.PROGIOI

0 ENUI

extent of the heap of the calling
process before pushing a program identifier on the stack. If a
pop operation shows abnormal termination, the heap is reset to
its original point to prevent the calling process from crashing

A program stack measures the

due

to lack of data space.
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19. PAGE BUFFER
A page

buffer transmits a sequence of data pages from one process
to another. Each sequence is terminated by an
end of file mark.
type pagebuffer = monitor
procedure read(var text: page, var eof: boolean)

Receives a message consisting of a text page and an end of
file

indication.

procedure write(text: page;

eof: boolean)

Sends a message consisting of a text page and an end of file

indication.
If the end of file is true then the text page is empty.
TYPE PAGEBUFFER
VAR BUFFER: PAGE!

RECEIVER: OUEUEI

BOOLEAN!

PROCEOURE ENTRY HEAUIVAR TEXT: PAGE! VAR EOF:
IN

IF

FULL THEN UELA Y (

IVER
FULL

TEXTS BUFFER! EOF: =
CONTINUE(SENUER) I

)

!

BOOLEAN))

I

=>ALSE I

ENUI

PROCEDURE ENTRY WRITE. TEXT: PAGE!
IF FULL THEN DELAY (
TEXT!
CONTINUE(RECEIVER)!

BOOLEAN)

I

) I

I

FULLS TRUEI

ENUI

FULLS

A page buffer stores a single message at a time. It will delay
the sending process as long as the buffer is full and the receiving
process until it becomes full (0 < writes
reads < 1).
Solo also implements buffers for transmission of arguments (
scalars and identifiers) and lines. They are similar to the page
buffer (but use no end of file marks). The need to duplicate the
routines for each message type is an inconvenience caused by the
fixed data types of Pascal,

-
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20. CHARACTER STREAM

communicate with another
A character stream enables a process to
process character by character.
type charstream

=

class(buff er : pagebuffer)

page of
character stream uses a page buffer to transmit one
characters at a time from one process to another.

A

procedure initread
Opens a

character stream for

procedure

reading.

initwrite

character stream for writing,
procedure read(var c: char)

Opens a

is undefined
Reads the next character from the stream. The effect
if the stream is not open for reading.

procedure write(c: char)
effect is undefined
Writes the next character in the stream. The
if the stream is not open for writing.
writing before
A sending process must open its stream for
The last character transmitted in a sequence should
using it.
be an end of medium (Em).

before
A receiving process must open its stream for reading
using

it.
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TYPE

classibuffer:

pagebuffer))

VAR TEXT! PAGE! COUNT! INTEGER! EOF! BOOLEAN)

PROCEDURE ENTRY REAOIVAR

=

IF

CHAR))

PAGELENGTH THEN

.

BUFFER. REAU.TEXT. EOF))

COUNTS

0|

END!

COUNTS COUNT + II
)
TEXT.

=

IF

EM THEN

BEGIN
WHILE

BUFFER .READ ( TEXT

,

EOF).

END!

END!

PROCEDURE ENTRY INITREAD!
COUNTS PAGELENGTH
PROCEDURE ENTRY WRITE.

IF

.

)S

(COUNT

BUFFER.
IF
END)

CHAR)!

+ 1.

COUNTS
TEXT!

=

=

PAGELENGTH)

.

FALSE)!

EM)

PROCEOURE ENTRY INITWRITEI
COUNTS 0 ENDI

THEN

COUNTS

EM THEN BUFFER WRITE TEXT

ENUI

ENUI

.

=

,

TRUE))

i4
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TASKS ALIO

ARCUrENTa

The following

data types are used

XnlLtlpe?

JOBTASK. OUTPUTTASKII

=

TYPE

UOOL.YPE,

=

lAG!

INTTYPE. IDTYPE.

TYPE ARGLIST
TYPE ARGSEQ

=
=

=

101
ARRAY

PTRTYPE)!

IDENTIFIER

ENUi

CONST

several processes

by

(. I

. .

)

.

, 8.
r,
ARGTYPEI

(INP, OUT)l

performing an input
The task kind defines whether a process is
task, a job task, or an output task. It is used by sequential
the right
programs to determine whether they have been loaded by
kind of process. As an example, a program that controls card
process.
reader input can only be called by an input
can pass a list
program
A process that executes a sequential
field
of arguments to it. A program argument consists of a tag
pointer)
or
integer,
defining its type (boolean,
Pascal
and another field defining its value. (Since Concurrent
Pascal
sequential
one
does not include the variant records of
one
of
its
largest
the
program
argument
by
only represent a

can

-

an identifier.)
variants
is connected to two input and output processes
process
job
A
by argument buffers called its input and output sequences.
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22. JOB PROCESS
A job process executes sequential Pascal programs that can call
one another recursively. Initially, it executes a program
called
do. A job process also implements the interface between sequential
programs and the Solo operating system as defined in

[4J

.

type jobprocess
process

(typeuse: typeresource 1 diskuse: resource.
catalog: diskcatalog. inbuffer, outbuffer: pagebuffer;
inrequest, inresponse, outrequest, outresponse; argbuffer.
stack: progstack).
"program data space

+16000

A job process needs access

to the operator's console, the disk,
and its catalog. It is connected to an input and an output process
by two page buffers and four argument buffers as explained in [3]
It uses a program stack to handle nested calls of sequential
programs.

.

It reserves a data space of 16000 bytes for user programs and a
code space of 20000 bytes. This enables the Pascal compiler
to
compile

itself.

Implementation:

The private variables of a job process give it
access to a
terminal stream, two character streams for input and output,
and two data files. It uses a large program file to store the
currently executed program. These variables are inaccessible to

other

processes.

The job process contains a declaration of a sequential program
that defines the types of its arguments and the variable in which
its code is stored (the latter is inaccesible to the program).
It
also defines a list of interface routines that can be called by
a program. These routines are implemented within the job process.
They are defined in

[4].
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=

TYPE JOBPROCESS

DISKUSE: RESOURCEI
OUTRUFFERi PAGEDUFFER.
CATALOG: DISKCATALOG!
INRESPONSE. OUTREQUEST. OUTRESPONSE! ARGBUFFER.
TYPERESOURCE)

(TYPEUSE!

PROGSTACK) i

= "

DATA

+16000

= 21
I.. MAXFILE I

MAXFILE

TYPE FILE

=

VAR

TERMINALSTREAM I

TERMINAL!

OUTSTREAMI CHARSTREAM!
datafilei

(.file.)

code: PROGFILEII
VAR PARAM! ARGLIST! STORE! PROGSTOREDI
PUT.
CLOSE.
ENTRY READ. WRITE.

RELEASE. IDENTIFY.

DISPLAY,

REAULINE. WRITELINE, REAUARG. WRITEARG.
TASK, RUNI

LOOKUP,

PROCEDURE CALLUU: IUEMTIFIER! VAR PARAM: ARGLIST!
VAR RESULT! RESULTTYPEM
VAR LINE!
iUENTIFIERI
VAR
WITH

00
01

OPENIIO.

=

IF (STATE
ID)

I

JOB.PARAM.
LINE.

IF

READY)

GET(LASTID)!

ENUI

SPACE THEN

STORE))
RESULT)!

=

IF ANY THEN

*

THEN RESULTS CODELIMIT

RESULTS
OPENILASTID.

STATE)

END I
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PROCEDURE ENTRY READIVAR
INSTREAM.READ(C)

CHAW).

END)

PROCEDURE ENTRY WRITEIC!

CHAR)
END)

OUTSTREAM.WRIIE(C)

PROCEDURE ENTRY
if:

iv:
.F. ) .OPEN. ID.

ENTRY

I

var

boolean))

FOUND)

ENOI

FILE))

.F.)

END.

PROCEDURE ENTRY

FILEI Pi INTEGER! VAR BLOCK:
END)

PAGE).

PROCEODRE ENTRY PUTIFI FILEI P! INTEGER! VAR block:
)

page)i

F.).REAO(P,

.F

..

FUNCTION ENTRY

WRI TE ( P

.

BLOCK)

LENGTH(F) FILE):
FILES (.F .)

PROCEDURL ENTRY MARKIVAR

INTEGERI
ENDI

INTEGER);

ATTRIUUTE(HEAPTOP)

ENTRY

INTEGER)!

SETHEAP(TOP)

PROCEODRE ENTRY IDENT IFY(HEAUER I
OPSTREAM.RESET.HEADER)

PROCEOURE ENTRY

ALCEPT(VAR
OPSIREAM..(EAD(C) ENOI

PROCEOURE ENTRY UISPLAYIC:
OPSTREAM.WRITE(C)

.

LINE))

END)
CHAR)

I

CHAR).

PROCEDURE ENTRY REAUPAGE.VAR BLOCK: PAGE) VAR EOF:
INBUFFER.READ.BLOCK. EOF) END)
PROCEUURE ENTRY WR I TEPAGE
OUTbUFFER.WRITEIBLOCK.
END.

: PAGE!

BOOLEAN)

EOF)

ENTRY REAOLINEIVAR TEXT:

PROCEDURE ENTRY WRITELINE ITEXT )

.

BOOLEAN)

LINE).

LINE))

END.

ARGSEQ! VAR

PROCEDURE ENTRY
IF

=

ARGTYPE)!

INP THEN INRESPONSE.READ(ARG)
OUTRESPONSE.REAO(ARG) I

END!

PROCEOURE ENTRY
IF
END)

=

WRITEARG(S)

INP THEN

ARGSEQ! ARG!

INHEOUEST.WRITE(ARG)

OU.REQUEST.WRITE.ARG) I

ARGTYPE).

.
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ENTRY LOOKUP
IDENTIFIER! VAR ATTR! FILEATTRI VAR
LUOKUPUD. ATTR. FOUND)

.IU)

„.„,.„. „ m) I,

PROCEDURE ENTRY 10TRANSFER
(UEVICE! lODEVICE! VAR PARAM:

=

IF

BOOLEAN)!

VAR BLOCK!

UISKDEVICE THEN

REQUEST!
lU.BLOCK. PARAM.
RELEASE!
END
lO(ULOCK.

DEVICE)!

PARAM. DEVICE)!

END!

PROCEUURE ENTRY lUMUVE ( DEV

VAR PARAM!

!

lOPARAM)!

PARAn. DEVICE) ENOI

TASKKINDI
JOUTASK END I

ENTRY

(IU:

ENTRY RUN
IDENTIFIER! VAR PARAM! ARGLISTI
RESULTTYPE)!
VAR
.ARAM. LINE,

VAR LINE!

RESULT)

INITIALIZE!

PAHAn: ARGLISTI
YAK I!
LINE! INTEGER! RESULT: RESULTTYPE!

"iNIT

OPERATOR! TYPEUSK)
INSTREAM(INUUFFER),
1

,

,

I OPERATOR )
AM ( UUTUUFFER ) I
T RE AM IN ITWR ITE I

MAXFILE

.

I.) UYPEUSE, OISKUSE, CATALOG)!
INIT
CATALOG)!
INIT
WITH PARAM! ,2. )
lUTYPE!

CALLCDO
ENUI

"'

'

PARAM,

WRITE. 'JOUPRUCESSICIO:

)',

'TERMINATED C10!)')l

INITIALIZE

Before a job process can call a sequential program it must load
it from disk into a program store and push its identifier onto a
program stack. After termination of the program, the job process
.line number, and result from the program
pops its
stack, reloads the previous program from disk and returns to it.
A process can only interact with other processes by calling
routines within monitors that are passed as parameters to it
during initialization. (such as the catalog declared at the
beginning of a job process). These access rights are checked at

compile time

\2y
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23. 10 PROCESS
An io process executes sequential Pascal programs that produce or
consume data for a job process. It also implements the interface
between these programs and the Solo operating system.
type ioprocess
process

(typeuse: typeresource

.

diskuse. resource,

catalog: diskcatalog. slowio:
linebuffer.
buffer: pagebuffer. request, response: argbuffer.
stack: progstack. iotask: taskkind).
"program data space

+2000

An io process needs access to the operator, the disk, and the
catalog. It is connected to a card reader (or a line printer)
by a line buffer and to a job process by a page buffer and
two
argument buffers. It uses a program stack to handle
nested calls
of sequential programs.
It reserves a data space of 2000 bytes for input/output
programs and a code space of 4000 bytes.
Initially, it executes a program called io. The implementation
details are similar to a job process.
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TYPE lOPROCESS

TYPERESOURCE! OISKUSE!
OISKCATALOGI slowio: LINEBUFFERI
RESPONSE! ARGBUFFER.
TASKKIND) I
STACK! PROGSTACK! lOTASK!

(TYPEUSE!

BUFFER: PAGEBUFFER! REUUEST

= "

DATA
TYPE FILE

=

,

+2000

1..11

VAR

OPERATOR! TERMINAL! OPSTREAM! TERMINALSTREAM I
CHARSTREAM! IOFILE! DATAFILEI

.

CODE!

PROGSTORE2)!
DRIVERIVAR PARAM: ARGLISTi
GET, PUT,
ENTRY READ, WRITE, OPEN,
READPAGE.
IDENTIFY. ACCEPT.
MARK,
WRITEARGi
WRITEPAGE. READLINE. WRITELINE,
TASK,
RUN I
LOOKUP, lOTRANSFER, lOMOVE.

IDENTIFIER! VAR PARAM! ARGLISTI
VAR RESOLTI RESULTTYPE))
IDENTIFIER!

PROCEDURE
VAR LINE!
VAR

STATE)

WITH CODE,

00

01

IF

(STATE

STATE))
READY)

SPACE THEN

=

IO)

I

STORE)!
RESULT)!

END
IF

=

TOOBIG THEN

IF ANY THEN

GET(LASTIO))

END!
END.

ELSE

S

COOELIHIT
CALLERRORI
STATE)

END)
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PROCEDURE ENTRY KEADIVAR
lOSTREAM.REAO(C)

CHARI.

ENDI

PROCEDURE ENTRY WRITE.

CHAR)!

END.

lOSTREAM.WRITEIC)

ENTRY
IF! FILEI ID! IDENTIFIER! VAR FOUND. BOOLEAN))
lOFILE.OPENIIO. FOUND) ENDI

PROCEOURE ENTRY CLOSEIF!

FILE).

ENDI

PROCEDURE ENTRY GETIF! FILEI P: INTEGER! VAR
lOFILE. READ. P, BLOCK) ENDI

BLOCK) PAGE).

PROCEDURE ENTRY PUTIF! FILEI PI INTEGER! VAR
BLOCK)
lOFILE.

PAGE).

FUNCTION ENTRY

F!

FILE).

ILE

INTEGER.

TH END.

ENTRY

MARK(VAR TOP) INTEGER) I
ATTRIBUTE(HEAPTOP) ENO)

PROCEDURE ENTRY

INTEGER)!

SETHEAP.TOP)

END)

PROCEDURE ENTRY IDENT IFY ( HEADER
OPSTREAM.RESET(HEAUER)

PROCEDURE ENTRY

:

LINE))

ENDI

ACCEPT(VAH

CHAR)

OPST.IEAM..EAO.C)

PROCEDURE ENTRY DISPLAY.Ci

CHAR)

OPSTREAM.WRITE(C)

I

I

PROCEDURE ENTRY REAUPAGEtVAR BLOCK: PAGEI VAR
BUFFER. READ. BLOCK, EOF) ENDI
ENTRY

: PAGE)

(

BUFFER.WRI

BOOLEAN) I

EOF)

PROCEDURE ENTRY READLINE.VAR TEXT:
READ.

BOOLEAN))

TEXT)

ENTRY WHITELINE ( TEXT !
WRITE.TEXT)

LINE).

END.

LINE))

ENO)

PROCEDURE ENTRY REAUARG.S: ARGSEQ. VAR ARG
REQUEST. REAU(ARG) ENO)

PROCEDURE ENTRY WRITEARGIS.

ARGSEQ)

WRITE. ARG) END!

ARG!

ARGTYPE).

ARGTYPE).
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PROCEOURE ENTRY

IDENTIFIER! VAR ATTR! FILEATTR!

(IU!

CAIALUG.LOOKUPdO.

ATTR, FOUND)

BOOLEAN)!

VAR
END I

ENTRY lOTRANSFER
lODEVICE! VAR PARAM: lOPARAM! VAR

=

IF

PAGE)

I

THEN

REQUEST!
lO.BLUCK, PARAM, DEVICE))

END
lOIBLOCK, PARA.I, DEVICE)!

ENDI
ENTRY

: lODEVICE!

(

YAK PARAM!

lOPARAM)!

PARAM, DEVICE)

TASKKIND!

ENTRY

ENDI
ENTRY RUN
IDENTIFIER! VAR PARAM!
VAR LINE!
VAR

(ID!

RESULTTYPE)!
PARAM, LINE, RESULT) ENDI

INITIALIZE!
VAR PARAM: ARGLISTI LINE: INTEGER! RESULT: RESULTTYPE!

.

,

INIT OPERATOR. I YPEUSE)
IOSTREAM(HUFFER)

,

TREAM ( OPERATOR )

,

CATALOG).

IOFILE.TYPEUSt
CODE.TYPEUSE. UISKUSE. CATALOG)!
INITWR ITE
IF
= INPUTTASK THEN
lOSTREAM.INITREAUI
'. PARAM. LINE. RESULT)!
CALLCIO
'TERMINATED
WRITE. ' IOPROCESS!

ENDI

INITIALIZE

.

(!10!)')I
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24. CARD PROCESS
A card process transmits cards from a card reader through
a line

buffer to an input

process.

type cardprocess

process(typeuse: typeresource

.

buffer: linebuffer)

The card process can access the operator to
report device failure
and a line buffer to transmit data. It is assumed
that the card
reader is controlled only by a single card process.
As long as
the card reader is turned off or is empty the
card process waits.
It begins to read cards as soon as they are
available in the
reader. After a transmission error the card process
writes a
message to the operator and continues the input
of cards.

=

TYPE CARDPROCESS
(TYPEUSE!

TYPERESOURCE! BUFFER:

LINEBUFFER) I

VAR OPERATOR! TERMINAL! TEXT! LINEI
PARAM: lOPARAM! UK! BOOLEANI
INIT

IYPEUSE) I

PARAM. OPERATIONS INPUTI
REPEAT

lOITEXT.

CAROOEVICE).

PARAM.

OF

COMPLETE!
TRUE.

FALSE! WAIT ENO.
TRANSMISSION. FAILURE.
WRITECCAROS!
ENDI
UNTIL

BUFFER. WRITE(TEXT)!

ENDI
ENU.

ClO!)'.

"

(!10! !

"

))
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25. PRINTER _PR_OC,ESS
output process to a
A printer process transmits lines from an
line printer.
type printerprocess =
process(typeuse: typeresource

.

buffer: linebuffer)

device
The printer process can access the operator to report
assumed that the
failure and a line buffer to receive data. It is
process, After
line printer is controlled only by a single printer
message to the
a printer failure the printer process writes a
operator and repeats the output of the current line until it is
successful

.

TYPE PRINTERPROCESS

BUFFER!

(TYPFUSE!

VAR OPERATOR! TERMINAL! PARAM!
TEXT! LINE!
TYPEUSE)

INIT
PARAfi.

lOPARAMI

I
I

BUFFER. REAU.

lO.TEXT.

LINEBUFFER)!

TEXT) I

PARAM, PR I N TQEV

)

<>

IF PARAM.

OPERATOR. WRITE. 'PRINTER!

I
THEN

ClO!)'.

REPEAT
WAITI

PARAM. PR INTDEV
UNTIL PARAM.

END!
ENDI

=

)

I

" INSPECT

i

)')

I
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26. LOADER PROCESS
A loader process preempts the operating system
and reinitializes
operator pushes the BEL key ('control g')
on the

it when the
console.

type loaderprocess
process(diskuse: resource)
A loader process needs access to the disk to be able to
reload the
system.

TYPE LOADERPROCESS=

processiuiskuse: resource) i

VAR PARAM!

=

2m

PROCEOURE INITIALIZE.PAGENO: UNIV

lOARG) I

WITH PARAM

OPERATIONS CONTROLI
ENUI
ENUI

INITIALIZEISOLOADDRI I
"AWAIT bEL
lOIPAHAM. PARAM. TYPEUEVICE ) |
"LOAD
REQUEST)

DISKUSE.

PARAM. DISKDEVICEII

ENUI

The operating system is stored on consecutive disk pages
starting
at the Solo address. It is loaded by means of a
operation
control
on the disk as defined in
Consecutive disk pages are used to
make the system kernel of Concurrent Pascal unaware of the
structure of a particular filing system (such as the one used by
Solo). The disk contains a sequential program start that
can copy
the Solo system from a concurrent code file into the
consecutive
disk segment defined above.

[s]

.
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27. INITIAL PROCESS
and monitors
The initial process initializes all other processes
initialization
After
and defines their access rights to one another.
a
the operating system consists of a fixed set of components:
process,
output
card process, an input process, a job process, an
an
a printer process, and a loader process. They have access to

operator, a disk and a catalog of files. Process communication
and
two line
takes place by means of two page
four argument buffers (see also, Fig. 1).
its
When a process, such as the initial process, terminates
execution, its variables continue to exist (because they may be
used by other processes).
VAR

TYPERESOURCEI
RESOURCE! CATALOG: UISKCATALOGI
INBUFFER. OUTBUFFER! PAGEBUFFERI

.

CAROBUFFER. printerbuffer: LINEBUFFERI
ARGBUFFER.
INREQUEST. INRESPONSE. OUTREQUEST OUTRESPONSE!
PROGSTACKI

INSTACK. ObTSTACK.

reader:

cardprocess:

writer:

printerprocessi

CONSUMER! lOPROCESSI MASTER! JOBPROCESSI
watchuog: loauerprocessi

INIT
TYPEUSE.

CATALOGITYPEUSE. UISKUSE.

CATADDR).

INBUFFER. OUTBUFFER.
CARUBUFFER. PRINTERBUFFER.
INREQUEST. INRESPONSE. OUTREQUEST. OUTRESPONSE.
INSTACK. OUTSIACK. JOBSTACK,
CAROBUFFER).

WRTIERI IYPEUSE. PRINTERQUFFER)

.

DISKUSE. CATALOG. CAROBUFFER.
INPUTTASK).
INREQUEST. INRESPONSE. INSTACK.
PRINTERBUFFER.
CATALOG.
UISKUSt.
rONSUMLR.TYPEUSE.
OUTPUTTASK),
OUTBUFFER. OUTREQUEST. OUTRESPONSE. OUTSTACK.
OUTBUFFER.
MASaRUYPEUSE. UJSKUSE. CATALOG. INBUFFER.
OUTRESPONSE.
INREQUEST. INRESPONSf

INBUFFER!

PMi,nurrR(TY''EUSE.

JOBSTACK)

END.

,

WATCHUOG.OISKUSEM
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28. CONCLUSION
The Solo system consists of 22 line printer pages of
source
text divided into 22 component types (9 classes, 7 monitors,
and
6 processes). A typical component type is
less than one page long
and can be studied in isolation as an (almost) independent piece
of program. All program components called by a given component
are explicitly declared within that component (either
as permanent
variables or as parameters to it). To understand a component it is
only necessary to know what other component called by it do,
but
how they do it in detail is irrelevant.
The entire system can be studied component by component
as one
would read a book. In that sense, Concurrent Pascal supports
abstraction and hierarchical structuring of concurrent programs
very nicely.

It took 4 compilations to remove the formal programming
errors
from the Solo system. It was then tested systematically
from the
bottom up by adding one component type at a time
and trying it
by means of short test processes. The whole program
was tested in
27 runs (or about 1 run per component type). This revealed 7
errors in the test processes and 2 trivial ones in the system
itself. Later, about one third of ot was rewritten to speed up
program loading. This took about one week. It was then compiled
and put into operation in one day and has worked ever since.
I can only suggest two plausible explanations for
this unusual
testing experience. It seems to be vital that the compiler prevents
new components from destroying old ones (since old components
cannot call new ones, and new ones can only call old
ones through
routines that have already been tested). This strict checking
of
hierarchical access rights makes it possible for a large system
to evolve gradually through a sequence of intermediate, stable
subsystems.
I am also convinced now that the use of abstract data types
which hide implementation details within a fixed set of routines

40

encourages a clarity of design that makes programs practically
correct before they are even tested. The slight inconvenience of
strict type checking is of minor importance compared to the
advantages of instant program reliability.
Although Solo is a small concurrent program of only 1300 lines
to
it does implement a virtual machine that is very convenient
cheap
The availability of
use for program development
microprocessors will put increasing pressure on software designers
to develop special-purpose operating systems at very low cost.
Concurrent Pascal is one example of a programming tool that may

[3].

make this possible.
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Summary

This describes a simple algorithm for allocating program files
on
a disk with a moving head. The algorithm tries to place
a file on
consecutive pages (but will scatter them somewhat if

necessary).

It then rearranges these pages to minimize the rotational delay
during a sequential scan of the file. This method combines
the
best features of consecutive and non-consecutive
allocation: fast
sequential access and fast allocation. It is used in the
Solo
operating system to reduce program loading
time by a factor of 3.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In allocating program files on a slow disk an operating system
faced with a dilemma:
He can place a program on consecutive disk pages and make loading
of it fast. But at the same time file allocation (or deletion)
becomes painfully slow (since files must be compacted from time to
time) ,
designer is

Or he can place a program on scattered pages (linked in some way)
and make file allocation fast. But program loading
will now be
slowed down considerably (because random references to the disk
require more disk revolutions than sequential
references do).
This describes an algorithm that combines the best features of
consecutive and non-consecutive disk allocation: fast sequential
access and fast allocation. The algorithm tries to place a file
on consecutive pages (but will scatter them somewhat if necessary).
It then rearranges these pages to minimize rotational delay during
a sequential scan of the file. Since this is done once and for all
before a program is compiled and stored in a file it is called
disk scheduling at compile time.

2

.

A NUMERICAL EX AMPLE

The Solo system for the PDP 11/45 computer uses a disk with
200 cylinders each holding 24 pages (distributed on two surfaces)
The disk is slow:

LIJ.

disk revolution
head movement
page transfer

45 msec
10-90 msec
4 msec

During a compilation of a Pascal program, 20 system programs of
altogether 300 pages are loaded from disk. If a file is allocated
on consecutive pages program loading will take about 3 sec per
compilation. But file allocation can take up to 3 minutest

2

disk, file
If the pages of a file are scattered randomly over the
will
allocation will only take a second or so, but compiler loading
now last 16 sec.
The algorithm suggested here is a compromise between these
extremes: it makes it possible to allocate a file in a few seconds

and load the compiler in 5 sec.
3. DISK ALLOCATION
are
In the Solo system, the pages allocated to a single file
addressed indirectly through a page map (Fig. 1). This map makes
the pages appear to be consecutive to the user but allows the
operating system to place them anywhere on disk

FIG. 1.

A DISK

FILE

The disk allocation algorithm takes advantage of the following
knowledge about program files:
(1) A program file consists of a fixed set of disk pages
throughout its lifetime (that is, until recompilation)
(2) It is always loaded sequentially in a single operation

.

(since demand paging is not used).
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These assumptions make it possible to simulate program loading
at compile time and schedule a fast sequence of page
transfers
once and for all. The algorithm tries to place a file consecutively on neighboring cylinders (but will make gaps between page
segments whenever this is necessary to skip existing files). It
then rearranges the page addresses within the page map to
minimize
the nurrber of disk revolutions and head movements
needed to load
the file.
Since one cannot always place a file on consecutive pages the
problem cannot be solved by formatting the entire
disk once. It
must be done piecemeal each time a file is allocated because only

then is the set of available pages
known.
Figure 2 illustrates the scheduling algorithm for the simple
case of a file placed on 16 consecutive pages, A to P, on two
neighboring cylinders.

FIG. 2.

DISK SCHEDULING

The algorithm selects page A as the page map of the new
file. Now
the rotational gap between two neighboring pages is only
0.5 msec.
This is too little to allow the Solo system to start another page
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To avoid loosing a complete disk revolution the algorithm
skips page B and makes C the first page of the file. It
map.
to select every second page and put it in the page
(simulated) disk revolutions all pages on the first
cylinder have been placed in the page map. (It takes four revolutions
if one considers that a cylinder is placed on two surfaces.)
The disk head is now positioned after page H on cylinder 1
(corresponding to page P on cylinder 2). The algorithm knows that
page L.
a cylinder shift takes enough time to move the disk head to
So this becomes the next page in the map, and the scheduling now
transfer.
therefore
continues
After two

proceeds as before selecting every second page during two (or four)
simulated revolutions. Figure 3 shows the final page map:
page

no

page address

page no

1

9

2

10

3

11

4

12

5

13

6

14

7

15

page address

a
FIG. 3. FINAL PAGE MAP
When a file does not consist of consecutive pages the algorithm
will allocate a page and search for the nearest page following the
next one on the same cylinder until that cylinder is exhausted.
It is, of course, essential in a multiprogramming system to give
a process exclusive access to the disk during program loading.
competing processes could interrupt the fast loading
sequence by disk arm movement. Since program loading is an
indivisible operation of finite duration there is no danger of
processes monopolizing the disk (provided program loading is
handled by the operating system).

5

4. THE MULTI-SCAN ALGORITHM
The following is an abstract Pascal version
of the disk scheduling

algorithm:

const

cylinder_length = 24 "pages";
sector_increment = 2 "pages")

type

page_index

= 0. .23;

var

pages: set of pageindex; size
position: pageindßx;
begin

o. .cylinder_length;

positions initial_position;
for every_cylinder_of_file do
begin

pages := all_pages_on_cylinder
size:= number_of_pages_on_cylinder
positions position +

for size downto 1 do

;

distance_to_cylinder

.

begin

while not (position in pages) do
position«= (position
+ 1) mod cylinder_length,
pages := pages
[position] ;

-

put_position_in_page map;

.

positions
end

end.
end;

(position + sector_increment) mod
cylinder_length,
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It scans the original page map cylinder by cylinder and
rearranges it. In doing so it keeps track of the set of pages
allocated within the current cylinder and the current position of
the disk head.
Initially tha disk head is positioned at the page map itself.
When the algorithm switches to another cylinder it uses a function
distance_to_cylinder to compute how far the disk turns while the
head moves to that cylinder. It then removes one page at a time
from the cylinder, puts it in the new page map, and searches for
the nearest page following the next one.
The algorithm performs quite well even when a file consists of
many disjoint page segments scattered over a number of cylinders.
In one extreme case, a file of 255 pages (11 cylinders) was broken
into 47 pieces scattered over a distance of 50 cylinders (due to
a flaw in the initial allocation algorithm). The scheduling
algorithm nevertheless made it possible to load this file in B2
disk revolutions (which is 50 per cent of the best performance
obtainable on the given disk).

5. CONCLUSION
The use of a special disk scheduling algorithm for a frequent
case (program loading) illustrates a sound principle of operating
system design [V] : the best operating systems are always highly
specialized programs that take full advantage of the expected
of the computer resources.
By comparison, a more "general" disk scheduling algorithm (such
as the scan algorithm |_3J ) will have negligible effect in this
case simply because its only assumption about disk usage is the
worst possible one of unrestricted competition among concurrent
usage

processes.
The problem also illustrates a common temptation for software
designers: to make a theory of optimization out of a complicated
device instead of suggesting a simpler one. (The generation of

excellent code for computers with complicated instruction sets is
another example of this.)
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